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FAIR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT SUPERIOR

Pink/Blue - Can't Stop the Feeling Purle/Black - Lesson Learned Yellow/Black - Bruno Mars Pink/Green - Calypso Green/Orange - Jesters

RANGES 
C-0-40 
B-40-60 
A-60+

20 DANCE
0-3.9 Fair 

4.0-7.9 Average 
8.0-11.9 Good 

12.0-15.9 Excellent 
16.0-20.0 Superior

-Poor Body technique.
-material is Ave. level but the 
technique moves to Fair

-out of step at times on transitions
-Lack of turn outs in lunges
-Unison off on some dance 
materials
-Body technique needs work

-basic & repeats
-could use more of the floor, 
mainly in center

-Great dance & technique
-shows ballet, gymnastic & 
cheerleaders types

-good unison & technique
- clean and wonderful technique
-Sit back and enjoy the program

Caption Score 3 6 11 18 17

20 POM POMS
0-3.9 Fair 

4.0-7.9 Average 
8.0-11.9 Good 

12.0-15.9 Excellent 
16.0-20.0 Superior

-Good start of releases and some 
exchanges
-Placements not precise
--timing off and Unison needs 
attention

-1 spins but heads back
-Good variety of aerials and 
exchanges
-Good of time of ripples
-Good 3 poms with a back catch

-Good timing of ripples
-Clean positions of the HOT 
picture 
-good exchanges & one line with 
different arm positions
-Good 3 poms, but could have 
added more of multiple poms

-Ripple sections great timing
-continuous working poms in 
hands in wonderful unison
Weakness -only one exchange 
and no tosses with spin

-very musical especially during 
ripples
-good to see exchanges (adds 
demands) could add aerials 
more.

Caption Score 6 11.0 13.0 12 18

40 ENTERTAINMENT 
VALUE

0-11.9 Fair 
12.0-19.9 Average 

20.0-27.9 Good 
28.0-35.9 Excellent 
36.0-40.0 Superior

-No feeling of the music
-No expressions or 
communication to the audience

-Good expressions but could 
communicate more to the 
audience

-needs to fill in the phrases of the 
music
-could maintain and have more 
expressions and communication 
to the audience
-Needs to fill in the phrases of 
music

-Great unison material
-lots of energy throughout
-they certainly feel the music

-good opening 
-great expressions and energy 
throughout
-Great Visual & Aural agreement

Caption Score 11 16 27 35 37
20 FORMS & 
TRANSITIONS 

0-3.9 Fair 
4.0-7.9 Average 
8.0-11.9 Good 

12.0-15.9 Excellent 
16.0-20.0 Superior

-Basic transitions and forms -Variety of forms, but basic 
transitions

-sometimes forms not precise 
(spacing) but different forms
-Basic transitions

-continuous  forms and clean 
intervals
-movements with transitions

-very readable of forms (intervals) 
-clean to see the choreographer 
routine

Caption Score 4 10 12 18 18

100 TOTALS
0-24 FAIR 

25-44 AVERAGE 
45-64 GOOD 

65-84 EXCELLENT 
85-100 SUPERIOR

90

CBTF ROLE MODEL - POM POM TEAM

CAPTION

24 43 63 88

https://youtu.be/18yMhOUvbLA


